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That Red River Bridge
Roy, N.M. Juy 20th, 1921
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SETS DATES FOR HARDING COUNTY FAIR.

Preparing to Back Phone Line to Gladstone. Will Repair All Roads

to Roy. Will Advertise Roy as Educational Town of "New Mexico's
Greatest Wheat Belt"
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(Watch this space every week)
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DÉLÁVAL CREAM SEPAR-ATOR- S
are still popular. They Gen'l Mgr. C. U. Morris was
are still the WORLD'S STAND- up the line Tuesday looking '.afr
ARD. Buy them on easy terms ter the road and incidentally"
J.E.Busey Comw" makmg the Ghost walk".
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F. S. Brown Motor
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Mrs. Peterson Says She Was
Afraid to Eat on Account ot
Trouble That Followed.

(Western Newspaper Union News Service. )

Parrish

Stepping from in front of one train
directly onto a Santa Fe track in front
of westbound Santa Fe passenger tralu
No. 0, J. C... Woodward, station agent
at Hebron, N. Méx., was Instantly
killed.
Thrown into the Eastern canal,
probably by the kick of a horse, Mrs.
W. H Wrenck, wife of a southside
rancher, was drowned near Phoenix.
The body was recovered after a search
of nearly three hours.
One of the largest shipments of cattle to be made from the yards at Magdalena, N. Méx., was shipped by Field,
I'ayne & Medley, when they loaded
over 1,000 head of
The
price was $20 per head.
Many properties are getting ready to
work In the Tombstone district that
have not been producing in the past.
The chance of the Huachuca Water
Company being able to furnish water

"Did the Russian say anything about must get to hiin son ehow In a way
me?"
that would put me next his scheme,
A MILLION.
"Not a whisper. I supposed I had a so I d know when he had the cash.
ctear run for the money, except his Once I got these details attended to
8ynopsls. In a New York Jewelry
tor Philip Severn, United States
In little old New York, the swag was
rakeoff."
consular agent, notices a small box
dog. Because I didn't as good as my own. I knew a dozen
dirty
'The
which attracts him. He purchases
show up on the dot, he was ready to guys that would bump Horner off for
It. Later he discovers In a secret
compartment a writing giving a
ditch me. Now listen, and I'll tell you a hundred If It come to that so the
clew (o a revolutionary movement
the straight story. I'm going to need price wasn't high. A million
Oh,
In this country seeking to overthrow
you, and we'll divide flfty-flftleavman; and It had dropped right Into
the Chilean government. The writing this guy to suck his thumbs. Is my lap. But to do this It was necesing mentions a rendezvous,
and
Severn dfcides to Investigate. Findthat a go?"
sary that I should be Horner. That
ing the place mentioned In the writwas as plain as the nose on my face:
"He's sure nothing to me shoot."
ing apparently deserted, Severn
Harris poured out a stilt drink, and as Horner, coming with credentials,
visits a saloon In the vicinity. A
woman In the place la met by a
put It down; then touched a match to and a letter of credit, Alva would be
man, seemingly by appointment,
the extinguished cigar.
bound to receive me with open arms
and Severn, his suspicions aroused,
"Waldron sent me a cable In Eng- see! After that I figured It would
follows them. They go to the desland about a month ago," he explained be easy enough. But how was I to be
ignated meeting place, an abandoned iron foundry. At the renbriefly. "He didn't make the thing come Horner?"
dezvous Severn Is accepted as one
very clear, only that he had a big deal
"You couldn't dlwy with him?'
of the conspirators and admitted.
on, and wanted me in on It. I had
He meet a stranger who addresses
"I should say not; he was a square
made enough to get back on, and took guy.
him as Harry Daly. The incident
Dlu
"a"' vi l"cm
It didn't take me Ave davs to
plays Into Severn's hands and he
passage on the Vulcan. find that
a second-clas- s
annual, session of the
The
first
out.
So
nn
there
hnr
wasn't
accepts It His new acquaintance
It was not a big boat, and, to escape way out of It
Is a notorious thief, "Gentleman
had to put Horner Montezuma Baptist Assembly will open
I
close Inspection, I went aboard at out of commission,
George" Harris. Concealed, Severn
and cop his belt. nt the Montezuma College at Las
Queenstown. At that time I had no It was either that,
hears the girl address the conspiror
lose a million." Vegas, N. Méx., July 20, and will close
ator. She urges them to hasten
more notion what was up than a blind
July 27, and preparations are now beI looked at him, with a sickening
the work of revolution. The girl
rat. I was Just desperate enough to feeling of horror I found
discovers Severn listening. She achard to sup ing made to care for a large crowd.
cept hi explanation of his prestake a chance."
press, but he went on Indifferently In
The Chamber of Commerce Is mak
ence and asks him to meet her next
He paused and relit his stub, with the same cool,
calm voice.
ing an effort to improve the city by
day.
He tells her his name Is
an oath at finding it again useless.
Daly. She Is "Mis Conrad."
"There's no use going Into details, putting new signs on all the streets,
1
"Then things begun to happen.
Daly. We landed good friends, and un(l every street In Gallup, N. Méx., Is
room-matwas
with a bird named
Horner was In a strange land. You llow marked. Many other Improve
Horner, who claimed to live In DeCHAPTER V Continued
ments will be made during the sum
troit. He must have cottoned to me,
mer.
got
chummy,
we
a
for
and in that
bit
I began to think Harris hud gone
Curry and Iloosevelt counties, New
way I picked odds and ends out of him
way with the others, and left me
Mexico, are making plans to hold a
which set me thhiklng. He was quite
there alone. I heurd voices speaking
Joint teachers' institute some time in
a foxy bird one of these tall, raw- earnestly In the distance, hut without
he fall. If the present plans are carboned, secretive cusses, who talk a
venturing forth from my hiding place,
ried out, the Institute will take place
lot, but never say nothing, and he
lie appeared suddenly, bringing
. Then
at Portales from August 29 to Septem
came near getting my goat. 1 went
In his arms a bottle and a bos of
ber 2.
through his baggage, of course, but
cigars.
that was just ordinary stuff he only
Fire which started In the Mazuta
"Touch a match to the gas-jehad one grip, which he left unlocked;
range In the Tonto .National Forest,
Paly," he said, feeling for the table in but I did get onto a pocket belt the
northwest of Roosevelt, Ariz., broke
the dark.
"That's better. 1 hung fellow wore around his waist. He
away from the thirty-fiv- e
fire fighters
around until the gang all got out, so never let that get away from him
and, driven by a high wind, cut deeply
as to be sure we were safely alone. night
or day. I studied every d n
Into the forest on two sides before It
Have a drink, and light up, old man, way
I could think up to get a peep at
was extinguished.
We are as secure here as we would be It,
but nothing gave me a chance. I
The C. & A. Mining Company, op
at the bottom of the sen. This Is came near going bugs over
the thing."
erating near Lordsburg, N. Méx., will
Alva's whisky, but good I sampled It
He laughed, exhibiting a row of
sink the shuft another 350 feet at once.
ipfore."
rather ugly teeth behind his thl lips.
This will make the main shaft 1,350
He snt on the table, nursing his
'Then the devil must have helped
feet below the entrance of tne tunnel.
nee, rather pleased with himself,
me. Une nlglit live days out, for we
About thirty men will be added to the
nought, a cigar thrust between his were a slow
boat we ran Into a h
force during the coming week.
Hps, the blue smoke curling up before
of a storm. We both of us tumbled
his face. I ignored the Invitation to out, and began hustling on our duds.
Marching four abread, 250 Mexicans
drink, but helped myself to a weed, He was trying to get a shoe on, and
paraded down Washington street to
waiting for lilm to open conversation,
the capitol building at Phoenix recently
went plunging head-oInto the side of
In an effort to induce Governor Camp
"Well," he said finally, "everything the ship. I reckon It nearly brained
is going according to Hoyle, but there him, but, to make things sure, I hand
bell to Intercede In their bchulf with
Is a knot or two yet to be untied be
the Mexican government toward obed him one to the jaw before ne got
fore we squeeze that million. Did you his senses, and he went out for the
taining food and to assist them In rehear what was said In (here?"
turning to Mexico.
count. Then, believe me, I didn't lose
"No ; you told me to stick here."
no time In frisking the guy and, say,
A free hotel for
who are
"He Jotted Down an' Address on a Bit out of work and strangers In
"Still in a way you're on Waldron what do you think J found?"
the city
Paper."
of
must have spilled part of the scheme
I shook my head, unwilling to inter
soon will be established in Douirlas.
to you. that's what got your foot In rupt, fascinated with his description.
know New York pretty well, and I lost Ariz., by the American Legion. The
the mess. II I ! I know Ivan WalThe fellow was a revolutionary him the first afternoon down on the building will be equipped with cots,
dron, ibe d d Kusslan Jew; he'd agent. I didn't get onto all 6f It then
East side. I never did know Just what dishes and cooking utensils, so that
double-cros- s
his best friend.
What
I didn't have time, but I found a let became of the fellow, but
the next for a few cents the hungry strangers
wag It he told you?"
ter of credit for a million dollars, and morning I was alone In a back room can prepare a meal.
memoranda of how it was to be de In Greenwich, and had his belt with
"Not very much," I said, wondering
While attempting to pnss another car
how far I hud better go, yet feeling It livered.
The d n thing wasn't any me." He chuckled grimly.
"There on the narrow cañón rond along the
necessary to relate enough to convince good to me It was to be paid to this wasn't much In It, except the letter Cimarron river,
north of Uoy, N. Méx.,
him that
really conversant with fellow by a banker In New York of credit and a notation as to where the automobile driven by J. W. Rob
the situation, and endeavoring to Imi- named Krantz but It sure made my and when Krantz could be seen
prl ertson jumped over an embankment
tate his Btyle of speech. "According to mouth water Just to see It a million vately. It was the next night Harris mid rolled down the hill Into the river,
dollars, good old U. S. currency. Can was to call on
his story there was a gang of conthe banker tip In Le turning over three times before it
spirators here birds from South you beat It?"
Compte street."
landed in the water.
easy
you
you
"Looked
It,
had
and
America mostly who had been round"Le Compte? What number?"
More than 65 per cent, of the 1,400
ed up by this fellow Alvn to pull off didn't have It."
"247 Le Compte, Do you know any. men stationed at Camp Harry J. Jones,
You said It, Daly.
I didn't dare body
some rightfulness, or other. I didn't
there?"
near Douglas, Ariz., have expressed a
keep the thing, nnd It wouldn't have
s
catch on to Just what It was, and
only Le Compte Is an old desire to leave the service before the
"No;
Waldron himself didn't know, or done- me any good If I had ; there was
ground of mine. Go on ; you expiration of their enlistment period,
care. Some revolution, I took it to no way of my cashing the paper. What stamping
of course."
following receipt of orders from head- be.
Waldron explained how he got the h I could I do? If I denounced went there,
"Sure.
Krantz
didn't know me from quarters granting camp officers the
him, the game was all off; If I held
on to the stuff hed report his loss Adam, not even my name. I was Just privilege of discharging men who are
dissatisfied.
soon as he landed In New York, and 108' to him, but he was mighty nerv
that letter of credit wouldn't be worth ous, just the same, and anxious to get
A resolution adopted by the joint
the paper It was written on . . . Say. awuy. I could see that. I don't think meeting at Flugstiff, Ariz., of the Ari
ordinarI was In some boat; but, believe me. It was his house either; Just an
zona Cattle Growers' Association
shack, brick, three stories urged
I bad no notion of giving up that mil y-looking
consumers of meat In Arizona
a
basement.
and
lion It looked darned good."
to demand a reduction of 60 per cent.
"That banker was business all right, in the retail price of meat to corre"I should say yes," and I leaned for
ward to show my Interest. "And from and he put me through the whole spond with what the resolution dewhat I know of you, Harris, that guy bundle of tricks before he'd even let clared had been the decline In the
had no show on earth. Did you croak me sit down. I had to lie some, but price paid for livestock in the last
mostly I was posted well enough so year.
him?"
He grinned, evidently pleased at the as to give him what he was looking
Crop conditions In Arizona on July
note of admiration In my voice, and for. Anyhow, I passed, and after that 1 were generally better
than on June 1
he was rather decent. Took me into
tossed down another drink.
of this year, despite the fuct that crop
gave
room
a
me
a
and
besides
drink,
That never ain't been In my line.
conditions over the United States were
Of course I wns tempted to a cool asking me about affairs in Europe. poorer on July 1 than on
June 1, acmillion would tempt any guy. But I H 1, I didn't know only what I'd cording to a report Issued
by L. M.
papers
gave
seen
I
In
the
an
but
him
Just shoved everything back exactly
Harrison,
agricultural
statistician,
in
where It come from, and fetched the earful, and on the strength of his charge of the local
office of the United
steward. Between us we hoisted Hor name I cussed England for all I Slates bureau of markets and crop
ner back Into the bunk and doused was worth which at that time was
at Phoenix.
him with water till he came to. First about a million bucks. Then I handed
a
At
conference
of the border offi
thing he did was to feel for that belt, over the letter of credit, and he
cials of the Salvation Army In El Puso
jammed
It
Into
pocket
his
like
It
was
got
never
It
he
had
wise
and
that
ever been touched. Anyhow, he never a scrap of paper. I don't remember during the past week, it was decided
let on to no suspicion."
that he even looked at It. After that o establish three new corps in the
he was for getting rid of me, the soon- state of New Mexico, these being nt
er the better. But I needed to know Kanta Fe, Las Vegas and Las Cruces.
CHAPTER VI.
where Alva was, so I hung on, telling Most of the counties in the state have
the old guy I had a private message raised their quota lu the drive for
The Deserted Automobile.
I had to deliver personally-strai- ght funds, and it Is thought that there will
that
I was Impntlent for hltn to continue,
from them financiers In Lon soon be plenty of money to finance the
"There Is a Knot or Two Yet to Be but he sat there' chuckling to himself,
So, after skirmishing a while, new corps.
don.
a
cigar.
toying
fresh
and
with
Untied."
Elida, N. Méx., hns one of the finest
he Jotted down an address on a 'bit
"Well, what did you do?"
hold of the scheme. It seems he's In
"Played It snfe and sure. I'm too of pnper, and the next thlnjt I knew city parks of any town of its size In
with th bunch to some extent ; that old a bird to he caught napping.
I I was out In the street, vlth that the state. The block In the center of
ta, they usi? him whenever they need put In most of that night holding wet gripped In my mitt"
the town has been fitted ns a park,
and many large trees have been plnnt-ifo, and occislohafty 'liabd h'im a b'uhch-n- cloths- tt? Horner', head, and thinking
during the spring and summer,
mone- y- itVsflie? too iMrty for'hlm out' some nlan of action. Before, mornwhich ...will .soon, main It. the. beauty.
to touch. Anyhow-- - Ire kticwnaugh
"That,'Jfemale Is a smart at
ing he. ttiqujiTit I was the bestfcJow
..
to put mo wise to this dump, gave me he- -' ever krtew, and I had the guy
rspofof the trfwft.' ; '
a steel trap."- - w
t
'. )
the pnswvord, and all that. It looked where I wanted him. For one of Kts'
"women' of Tombstone,' Aj'li.J are
as though there might be something breed, he was rather a friendly cuss.
going tO
day
(TO BE CONTINUED.) .
In It. so I blew over here tonight Just This was how I mapped It out. That
Day, Seutember 5. All kinds of
to take a look. I was merely prowl- letter of credit had to he turned Into
races for prizes will be held, and all
Speedier Than Light.
ing around when I ran Into you."
currency before It could do me any
Electricity travels about 62,000 the children of Cochise county are in"I see," he muttered, as I came to good, and the only way that might be miles further in a second than doe
vited to come and bring their parents.
to end. ctfcwlng savagely on his cigar. done was through thii guy Alva, I light
It will be strictly a children's day.
1

1
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"I weighed just a hundred and three
pounds when I began taking Tanlac,
twenty-tbut now I weigh a hundred and Amy
Mrs.
declared
pounds,"
wo
Peterson, the wife of a prosperous
of Lakeville, Mass., a suburb

farmer

of New Bedford.
"I had acute indigestion," she said,
"and no one knows how 1 suffered.
1 had cramping pains In my stomach
1
that were almost unbearable, and
suffered no end of distress from gas
Why, I was actually
and bloating.
starving to keep from being In such
awful misery, and I lost thirteen
pounds in weight. Sometimes I wonder how I lived through It all, and I
Just thought there was no hope for
me. 1 was restless night and day and
was easily Irritated, and some nights
I slept so little it didn't seem that 1
had been to bed at all.
"But now I feel as strong and well
as If I had never been sick a day In
my life, and 1 Just know Tanlac Is
the best medicine In the world. 1
haven't a touch of indigestion now,
and every time I sit down to the table
I can't help but feel thankful to
Tanlac. I have a wonderful appetite
and have gained back all my lost
weight and six pounds besides. I am
simply overjoyed to be feeling so well,
and I Just praise Tanlac everywhere
I go."
Tanlac Is sold by leading druggists
everywhere. Advertisement
FROM THE LAND OF WONDERS
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BY USING THE GENUINE

Stearns' Electric Paste
Also SURE DEATH to Waterbom, Antt, Rata
and Mice. These pests are the greatest carriers
l'oej destruí
disease and MUST BK KIXXJGD.
bolo food and property.
Directions in 16 languagas in every boa.
Bead 7 for ose two sises Uta and IU&

I). 8. Government bays It,

SQUEEZED
TO DEATH
When the body begins to stiffen
and movement becomes painful it
is usually an indication that the
kidneys are out of order. Keep
these organs healthy by taking

CC0JDMEDÜL
T?1
The world' standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric add troubles.
Famous since 1696. Take regularly and
keep In good health. In three sizes, all
druggists. Guaranteed as represented.
Look for the asm Gold Medal o every bos
ana) except BO imitation

He Said Too Much.
Young Wife The dentist pulled my
wisdom tooth today, so you mustn't
be surprised If you find me stupid.
The Idea that a
Hub Nonsense!
wldom tooth has anything to do with
wisdom is absurd. Why, you wouldn't
be any stupider If you had every tooth
Boston TranIn your head pulled.

script.

It Is a happy disposition
Comes sire to "Improve" others.
County, California,
Shasta
Proudly to the Front With
Eggs That Dance.
Shasta county, California, Is the
The Jatest Is the
land of wonders.
dancinig egg, relates London
It Is laid by an as yet undetermined
Insect on the leaves of oak trees.
Masses of these eggs cling to the
under side of the leaf, and as they
advance toward maturity they drop
to the ground and dance about.
By holding on oak twig containing
any number of eggs to one's ear a
cracking sound may be heard, like the
splitting of electric sparks. The shell
contains a tiny grub, working for release.
In many towns collections of the
eggs are on exhibition.
When laid
on a table these eggs bound about
and spring Into the air, sometimes to
a height of 16 Inches. They are particularly active In the early morning.
Tills latest Insect novelty takes rank
with the sulphur bug, which Is at home
In the red-hroaster piles.
Lucky.
Uncle Josh Here's a letter from
Nephew Harry, that's gone to Africa,
and says that within 20 rods o" his
house there's a family o' laughing
hyenas.
His Wife Well, I am glad he's got
pleasant
neighbors,
anyway that's
something.
-

not to

de-

,

Lucky

Tit-Bit-

SraitiE
cigarette

loasieti
"r25,
i JsSé
ft JL.
J

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
BemoresDuaraff-BtopsHalrraUla-

i

Rertorw Color end
Cra and Faded Hah
UK. and $i.oot rwuireists.

fflSS

IfTJ
7', lmi Chcra. Wss. Patehogiif.lf.T.
tataVf
ÍS

Cuticura Soothes Itching Scalp
HINDERCORNS Rumors (Vrrrn, Callouses, ote., top all pain, entures comfort to tbo
On retiring gently rub spots of dan- feet,
malte walkinr jt. lta. by mail or t Draff
druff and ltchiug with Cuticura Oint- tints. Ulaoox Cbeuüc&l Works, Fatefaoffuo. N. X.
ment. Next morning shampoo with
Cuticura Soap and hot water. Make UAIOl iLT MLLtn attracts and kills
ALL FLIES. .Neat,
ci etui, ornamental, coo
them your everyday toilet preparation?
venient, cheap. Lastr
nnd have a clear skin and soft, white
all season. Mads of
metal, can't spill or
hands.
tip over i will not soil
In a

per-hup-

t

EASILY KILLED
TODAY

NEARLY STARVED

.

Ne w Mexico
and Arizona

Author of
"The Strange Case
of Cavendish"

COCKROACHES

FARMER'S WIFE

Southwest News

By Randall
Parrish

Copyright,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

or injur
anything.
G a aran teed effective.
Sold by dealers, or
6 by EXPRESS,
prepaid, $1.26.
Halb An.. Brooklyn, N. 7.

Thirsiy Place.

A countryman
was Inscribing the
name of a highly respected, recently HAKOU) aOMfc.H.t W I
departed deacon on a tombstone. The
stone rested on an empty beer barrel
in his shop.
A friend of the late worthy called
In to see how the sculptor was proceeding with the work, and objected
to his friend's tombstone resting on
a beer barrel, remarking: "Do you
know, John, that my dear departed
friend never drank a drop of beer In
his life?"
"I have been awful sick with gas,"
"Well," replied John.
"I bet he writes Mrs. W. H. Person, "and
would give something for a pint now I" Eatonlc is all I can get to give me
Chicago American.
relief."
Acidity and gas on the stomach
quickly taken up and carried out by
Important to Mothers
Examine curefully every bottle of Eatonlc, then appetite and strength
CASTOIUA, that famous old remedy come back. And many other bodily
for Infants and children, and see that it miseries disappear when the stomach
Is right. Don't let sourness, belching,
Bears the
bloating, Indigestion and other stomof
ach lile go on. Take Eatonlc tablets
after you eat see how much better
Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria you feel. Big box costs only a trifle
with your druggist's guarantee.

Awful SicI:
With Gas

Eatonlo Brings Relief

(Z&fc

future

Smartyl
Post "Onions speak
words." Parker "Yes,
will tell." Judge.
II

Isn't always

PATENTS

Watson

Coleman

Patent Lawyer, Wsehlngtoo
louder than
n ci ArivieAand book ire.
BestserrleM
Bate,
reasonable.
Htihestrelerenoes.
and thyme
tvANnranii rara ci bach
or

the cheerful

who does the most cheering.

KREMOUi

man

LiTor
1111.26.

traMi,

Sppta, PlraplM. te.
rrtM book. UT. U.
uw Mtcfiifaa

Íler,

M.

at,,

W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

tawiio.
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Get Ready for Hot Weather
By Purifying the Blood
Many people simply melt In summer. They can't work or enjoy life.
They lack vitality.
Ten to one
their blood is impoverished.
.
Rich, wJjQlesome blood is the
...

have

it,

you

witnnffinrl aiimmA

peratures.

sturdily

llkl?l
I

'But tf Xmi

blood is poor, loaded with
poisons that should be
cast out, you are limn
ss
and
in "shirt- us-le-

sleeve" weather.

To avoid this, get from your
druggist S.S.S., the famous vegetable blood tonic and alterative. It
is just the thing for poor blooded
people.

mm

-

F.v
I

'(ViU:

After

roritnua

starting

S.S.S.,

abftutyQurcon-ditio-

n

and we will "send
V$bu expert medical advice free. Address Chief
Medical Advisor, 839
Swift laboratory, Atlanta, Georgia.

THE
BRADLEY
I

The rain Monday night stopped the headers for a few days
but was fine for spring crops.
There are several men coming
in for harvest from Oklahoma
and Texas, after hearing of our
great wheat crops on this wonderful Mesa. Altho there are
several new headers in this community, the farmers are not having much trouble in obtaining
full crews.
R. B. Smith and T. A. Rice,
are visiting together during the
wet spell.
Have you a phone? If so, have
you looked at your line lately,
if not. get busy.
G. R. Randle had the misfortune of losing his two best mules by being struck by lightning.

also knocked his wife down
who was milking near by.
Henry Garms and family took dinner with Mrs. Belle Mor-for-d
and family Sunday.
Thoe who visited at Mr. and
Mrs. Aspgren Sunday, were Mr.
and Mrs. Maning Osborn, Mrs
Luella Osborn and son Dutch,
and Miss Mary Woods.
Manning Osborn and wife left
for their ranch at Cuba, N. M.
the first of the week.
Mrs. Don Bradley is on the
sick list this week.
Miss Nanalee Bradley called
on Mrs. Don Bradley.
Mrs. G.W. Hazen is entertaining her two little grand daughters this week. Estile and Mary

It

.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
of Dawson, were
fore Judge T. D. Leib Saturday
and sentenced to three months
in jail for contributing to juvenile delinquency.
The court suspended the sentence for the neriod during whi
ch the parents properly cared
their children and pursued
certain requirements of the court in their maintenance. The
Rpv. J. S. Russel was appointed
guardian for the children with
instructions to repon; any infringement of the court's order.
Acordmg to a number 01 wit
nesses, the children nave Deen
compelled to live in a small tent
in rear of the home and were
given the most meager of fare
and otherwise illtreated. The
court order compelsthe parents
to provide sleeping quarters in
n
the house and to treat tne
Failure to so
nronerlv.
provide will subject the parents
to the sentence 01 tne court
f-- or

Mrs. Casper Monte and Mr Rus(Springer Times.)
sell.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior

ít S T.AND OFFICE at Clay
ton Npw Mexico. June 14, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Rafael Tixier, ot tfueyeros,
Union Co. New Mexico, who, on
inth 1918. made Home
stead Application No. 021049,
for
12, Township 20 N.. Range
30 E. N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before F. II. Foster,
U.S. Commissioner, at his office,
at Roy, New Mexico, on Aug.
15,1921.
Claimant names as witneses:
Leandro Vigil, Vitor Lucero,
Merced Gonzales, and
.lose
Francisco Vigil, all of Eueyeros,
WVS-NEi-

it and
out of it
your children
it

j.,

VULCANIZING

Bring your tube and tire
to Busey and get first
work
Sew Mexico.
work
and a square deal,
class
PAZ VALVERDE,
station in connecbattery
.
Register. also
tion, with an eight month guarantee on all batteries overhaul-ad- .
The best investment in Ntw
J. E. Busey Co.
Scribe for the
Mexico.

How
MONEY.
We have
Real-Estat-

total

interest paid amounts to over
one million dollars has been accomplished without any material reduction of the cash in the
hands of the state treasurer.
His cash balance on November
30, last, was $2,630,000 and on
June 30, it was $2,621,000.
Not a dollar's worth of the
recently authorized
$800,000
and advertised has been sold,
nor are any likely to be, as the
state's financial condition does
not necessitate it.

.

To get everything you possibly can out of it
And put absolutely nothing
into it.

much do you want?
S100.000 to loan on
at 10 percent; long

the last fiscal year, the

bonded indebtedness was $4,291,
500. From that time to the pre
sent, including the payments
being made this month, $1,133,
800. worth of bonds, debentures
and certificates of indebtedness
have been paid of and cancelled
during the same period $147,500
few short time highway deben
tures have been issued. These
were to meet Federal and county
road funds in eleven dilierent
counties, where the road work
is needed and where four times
that amount of money will be ex
nended and Dut into circulation
to the great benefit of that ma
ny communities,
lhus the past
eitrht months sees a net reduc
tion of the bonded indebtedness
of the state amounting to $986,
300, the present indebtedness
being $3,305,200 This reduction
of indebtedness, which with the

without further formality.
The. rharve of inhuman treat
ment was brought by the grand
mother of the children, wnose
own mother is dead.
Witnesses fov the state present from Dawson were Mr. and
C.A.
Mrs. George A. Stark,
Richardson.
Mrs.
Julia
Vniiw.

,

lWONTSY;

posite. New Mexico is in splen
did financial condition, un No
vember 30, 1920, at the close of

cnu-drp-

To live in a town
To make a living of

in

During the past few months
there has been a great deal of
"calamity howling" to the eiiect
that the New Mexico's financial
condition is not good. In the case
of New Mexico the "calamity
howlers" are neither the people
of small means nor the so cal
led politicians, but the larger
corporations who are best apie
to carrv the burden of taxation
and who are for the most part
endeavoring to throttle the extensive road and school programs which use most of the public funds and which nine tenths
of the people are in sympathy
withand willing to support to
the limit.
The facts are exactly the op

Richard-iso- n,
haled be-

Mr. and Mrs J.C. Driskill, visited at Mr. and Mrs. Beem's
Mondav evening and night.
Mr. Bob Lunsford called at
the Ralph Hazen home Tuesday.
Mrs. Oscar Murphy has been
bothered considerably with hay
fever the last few days, but is
now able to be up and around
'
again.
.
Buddie
visiting
Ray Hazen is
Weir of near David this week.

To educáté

HARDING COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY, JULY 23, 1921.
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NEW MEXICO'S
FORCE CHILDREN
INDEBTNESS
TO SLEEP IN TENT
.. ..

E'.'.en.

'

SPANISII-AMERICAN-RO-

e

time and

Tell us your
quick payments.
finance troubles, we can help
you.
Schultz and Johnson.

.

S-- A.

Just received a'" large'

VULCANIZING

ship-

When you have a blow cut
ment of Red Top tires. Come
S.
bring
F.
The
it to Busey He can fix it
in and see them.
We are growing every day
right. J. E. Busey Co.
Brown Motor Company.
Subscribe now!

ooü word?'

4a&

MILLS and VICINITY

.

The big rain last Friday night at Roy, in the State of New Mexico, at the close of business on
and also Monday, has delayed Other checks on banks in the same city or town as

harvesting for the present time.

Mrs. Galbret of Dacoma, Okla
homa, arrived last Saturday for
a visit with her daughter Mrs.
Ted Thompson and family.
Mr. Culbertson arrived last
week f rom Indianapolis, Indiana
and has acepted a position with
the Wilson Co. as grain buyer.
Ed Grace of Solano and Paul
Kingsbury of Mosquero were in
our town Monday on business.
Ester and Ruth Gardener visited over Sunday at Solano with
Pearl Newman.
Mrs. H.W.Dykeman, returned
Thursday from Oklahoma City,
where she has been visiting. She
returned a few days before she
had planned to do so, on account
of their baby getting sick and
therefore unable to bear the hot
weather there. She left Monday
for Springr, where she wil remain at the hospital until the
baby improves.
Henry Ahrons of near Hatodd
was in our City Thursday on
business.
M. II. Smith and family, re-

turned Thursday from Ford,
Kansas, where they have been
visiting Mrs Smith's two sisters
the laters husbands returned
with them for - a short visit.
They are all spending this week
camping in the muntains. We
think if it has rained there like
it has here, a camp fire would be
on the blink.
E. D. Bartmess and family
spent last Sunday in Roy, the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wenzel
Swaim.
Mrs. C. A. Smith and children
returned last Friday from New
5fork and other points in the
east, where they have been visiting. An aunt returned with
Mis. Smith for a visit here.
There were eighty present at
Sunday School last Sunday here
So many in the Bible Clas, the
Sup't had to make two classes
of them, one for the men and
Who said
one for theladies.
men do not go to Sunday School.
E. D. Bartmess, who works at
the Wilson Co lumber yard, has
sold lumber for thirty five header barges in the last two or
Eight of which
three weeks.
were, made by the purchaser before removing them from the
yard... The majority of these
barges went near Gladston.
C. D. Horn and family were
guests at the W. E. Carter home
last Sunday.
O.T. Wilson of Arcade, N. Y,
arrived Monday for the purpose
of looking after business here
and at other points along the
E. P. & S. W. R.R.
Mr. Weisinger, of Alamargor-da- ,
N.M. is here looking after
business interest. He owns what is known as the Frank Met-:al- f

farm.
August Mueller was hauling
lumber last week for a new granary which he has planned to
build on his farm near Chico. He
expects to build it high enough
so he can make a loft in it and
thereby make a place for his
harvest hands to sleep.
A. V. Stafford and Lloyd
Tinwlino- made a triD to Roy Sun
-

j

MY YOUNG

SO

slater.

it

FURTHER
THEN

AND TALKS to Noah.
AND

I

6'ut oil quick.

think sho talks.

A

I

stopped to smoke.

CIGARETTE.

AND AFTER

WHO'S DEAD but doesn't know It.

I

I

CRANKED up weejea.

AND ALL of a

used to givo her.

THE LOUD, redo lauca.

IT STARTED

BUT I'M sorry now.

AND QUICK

"THEY

WAS home alono

SO

I

a

...

BUT THE line was busy.
FOR NOTHING happened.
THEN I cheated

-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior

OTHER departed spirits.

t

esday from Oklahoma City, Okla
where he has been spending his
vacation with his mother.

call.

FOR JOHN Barleycorn
AND

SATISFY."-

'

i

got the board.

AND PUT in

suddoa.

off.'

as. a flasa.
IT SAID something.

BECAUSE LAST nisht,
I

Spanish-America-

FAMILY scandal.

TO KER best fellow.

AND

when some one tells us that
they read the Mills news m the
before they
n
eat their breakfast cm bunday
morning, it somehow has an inclination to make our clothes appear too small for us. (We have
neard ths sumé" thing about
your items, E.
II. W. Dykeman. returned Tu-

.

TO HEAD off any.

HAS A Ouija board.
AND SHE believes

i

good
up a
Chesterfield and soe what ex
perts can do with fine Turkish
tobacco3 when
and Domestic
they blond thorn in that
d

Chesterfield way. You'll
say "they satisfy."

a littla.

AND IT spelled this.

"GRAMMASHOTTA

iUVi the
SATISFY" Just
light

SEVEN."

Did you know about th
Chesterfield package of 10?

HBTTBS
Liggett

&

Myers Tobacco Co.

Report of Condition of
"BANK OF KOY

No. 85

U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico, June 14, 1021.
NOTICE is hereby given that

Albert P. Branch, of Roy, Mora
Co. New Mexico, who, on January 4th, 1918 made Homestead

Application.
NWVi-SWt-

25,

NEi-SEV-

No.

025695,

i,

SV2-SEV-

June 30, 1921.

RESOURCES
$101,920.58
(a) Loans and discounts
Total Loans
$101,920.58
(d) Securities, other than U. S. bonds
(not including stocks) owned unpledged $1,014.12
89.95
2. Overdrafts
1,014.12
Total Bonds, Securities, etc
,
2,818.25
Furniture and Fixtures
Real estate owned other than banking house
3,000.00
Net amount due from National Banks . . . .$ 2,622.48
Net amount due from reserve banks
14,019.13 16,641.61
Outside checks and other cash items
$96.80
Net amount due from reserve banks
14,019.13
Fractional currency, nickels and cents
129.96
$33.16
Other checks on banks in the same city or town as
reporting bank
281.22
Coin and Currency
5,000.80
1,897.34
Other assets, if any
1.

.......

.......

Total

$132,793.83

LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid up
Surplus fund
Individual deposits subject to check
(including 31 and 32) . .
Cashier's checks outstanding
Certificates of deposit
Total of time deposits, Items 35, 36 . . .$2,306.32
Bills payable, including obligations representing
money borrowed

30,000.00
3,000.00
72,014.29
473.22
2.306.32
25,000.00

..$132,793.83

Total

State of New Mexico, County of Harding, SS.
We, Jno W. Harris, President, and R. II. Bentley, Cashier,
of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of our knowledge and belief.
Jno W. Harris, President.
R. H. Bentley, Cashier.
Correct Attest :
M. N. Baker
Henry W. Farmer
Geo. II. Hunker
Directors.
Snbscribed and sworn to before me this 20th, day of July, 1921.
(SEAL)
Frank L. Schultz,
My commission expires October 28th, 1922.
Notary Public.

NOTICE

This Mesa will need quite a
number of Harvest Hands within the next ten days to two
weeks. If you wait harvest
work come to the Mesa within
the next two weeks as we can
use you. ,
The Mesa Wheat Growers'
Association.

FOR SALE Five eights, seven
foot log chain, see E. F. Henry.
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
Two pigs, two months old, one
red with black spots, and the
ether white with black spots.
Have been gone for th past
ten days. Finder notify Harold Plumlee. City.

BATTERIES
NOTICE OF BOND ELECTION
When your battery goes bad
bring it to Busey, our work is
CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL
guaranteed. J. E. Busey Co.
DISTRICT
No. 15
COUN-MEHARDING
WILL TRADE 320 ACRES
x, nEW
OF NEW MEXICO LAND FOR
HO.
GOOD CAR. WHO HAS GOT
SPORTING BLOOD. NO
ANY
Notice is hereby given to the TITTVrif AiTPPTEn
KPtfAIC
qualified voters of Consolidated
IF YOU WANT THIS.
School District No. 15, in the ENQUIRE AT
OFFICE.
County ot Harding, btate oi
New Mexico, that an election
We are closing out cur Auto
will be held in the Mosquero and Tractor oils.
School Building, School District
BALM BROS
No. 15, on the 25th day of July,
NEW MEXICO.
UOY..
A. I). 1921, for the purpose oi
voting upon the question of issuing negotiable bonds, in the
HIGH GRADE KEi Alii
amount of 23,607 (Twenty-Hundre- d
ING
three Thousand. Six
J
know I have
denominations
in
Dollars)
you
Do
Seven
of not less than One Hundred a spwit years repairing
Dollars ($100) each, or more $ Railroad watches where
than Five Hundred Dollars I they had to stand the
examination
($500) each, bearing interest at I strictest
six (6) per cent per annum, re- 3 known?
Do you know it is the
deemable after teu years.
cheap watch that tries
The bonds shall be sold and
a workman's skill and
dedicated as provided by Section
not the high grade
23, Chapter 105, Session Laws
watch? Do you know
of 1917. The proceedings oí
be
shall
bonds
of
said
I use genuine factory
sale
the
used for the purpose of building 5 made material and that
I am well equipped to do
and equipping a schoo'.house in
work?
your
said district.
e
Bring me your
Dated this 27th day oí
been
have
I
work,
1921.
June,
doing it for others for
T. J. HEIMANN,
17 years.
Chairman
IIOBSON
PAUL K. KINGSBURY,
Your Jeweler
Clerk.
JOHN U. TOBLER.
Director.
The biggest weekly paper on
Directors of Consolidated
Mesa. Subscribe today.
the
School District No. 15

qujq

S--

I

I
I
I

I

high-grad-

e

high-grad-

for

Sec.

SA-SWif-cf

t,

.

Í,

S2-SWV-

i,

Section 26, Township 18
N. Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year,
Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F.
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on Aug. 15, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
F. E. Ivey, Jose Antonio Lucero, Zacarías Ebel. and D. M.
Fialsy, all of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVEKUE,

Regiiter.

E. J, H.Roy
Surveying and Mapping
County Surveyor
Land Matters before the Department of the

Interior Contests, etc'fl

T1IE

THE

SPANISH-AMERIC-
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second-cla- ss

BRIDEGROOMS EXPENSE
BIOLOGY HEADS
TO FIGHT
A crawd ot young men carrRODENT PLAGUE
ying
a big rope were seen heato
Survey
Eiological
Bureau of
ded south of Second Street WedFrom
Drive Prairie-Dog- s
nesday night about ten o'clock.
Quarter Milion Acres
They proceeded to the McDaniel
During Summer.
home and asked for Virgjl
biolo-giwho was rooming there.
Two executives of the
survey, R.E. Luckenbi!! and llic man mm tuc iuj bvw
C.A. Doty, left for the north- back while two of the others
in a conversation,
eastern part of the state, where
they will supervise a threermon-th- s then without warning he was
intensive campaign .against grabbed and tied. He fought
prairie dogs on the farm and back but there were too many
for him and he Brave up. They
forest lands of that region.
Approximately a quarter of a took him from the house to the
million acres of land will be cle- street and led him to the Elk
ared of the rodents during the Drug Store where they demancampaign, the bu- ded the "treats fcr the crowd",
s'
reau expects. The work will be which at that time must have
carried on in Union, Clay, Hard- numbered about fifty.
Vire-iadiusted himself to the
ing and Roosevelt counties, and
in the southwestern portion of situation and ordered the drinks
Colfax county. The acreage to when in walked the night marbe treated in each county, is as shal who proceeded to arrest
follows:
Union county, 7,000 him for being down town only
county, 60.000 partly dressed. After begging
Harding
acres;
Colfax county, 50,000; Clay co- for a few minutes time the night
unty, 40,000; Roosevelt county, "cop" let him go and the crowd
had a iovous time at Virgil's
10,000.
Before allowing him
expense.
The work will be
go
to
home
the gang presented
biologibetween the bureau of
cal survey and the farmers him with a fine Navajo rug as
The a wedding present which he
whose lands are treated.
poison used to destroy the prai- greatly appreciate. Then a car
rie dogs is furnished by the sur- was furnished to haul him home
vey, and the grain treated with to save his feet from further inthe poison is supplied by the jury. After wishing him a hapfarmers, making an almost equ- py marriage, etc., Virgil went
home to the young wife who was
al division of expense.
y anxiously awaiting his return.
The biological survey will
Tucumcari News.
lobor on a large scale during
Mr. Virgil Cowart is well knoadmany
the campaign, adding
ditional men to its force in ad- wn here in Roy, about two years
dition to those already on the ago, he was empoyed at the
survey staff. Two labor fore- Floersheim Merc. Co. Store. The
n
extends conmen, each of whom will be in
gratulations.
charge of a large force of workers, will be stationed in Harding
Nue Trujillo, of Roy, who is
county, two in Clay county,
vocational training in the
taking
county,
two in
three in Union
southeastern Colfax county, and school at Las Vegas was injured
An by falling glass at the Palms Caone in Roosevelt county.
fe fire in Las Vegas last week
stawill
additional foreman
be
tioned in Ropsevelt county af- and is in a hospital for surgical
ter August 1st These foremen treatment. His injuries are painwill be in direct charge of the ful but not necessarily serious.
Co-wa- rt,

cl

three-month-

l

em-po-

L. M. Shelton and family, of
We forgot to tell you last weDawson, are the guests at the ek that a sweet little baby girl
home of the ladies parents, Mr. came to the home of Mr. and
and Mrs. L. A. Canon at Liber- Mrs. Henry Campbell on Tuesty.
day the 11th, Dr. Braker tells
us that all concerned are doing
FOR SALE
nicely, even Henry. Here's hoExra good team of Percheron ping she becomes one: of the
Mares, weight about 3200. on great suffragists of the nation.
any terms to suit buyer.
L.N. DeWeese
ESTRAY Red and white face
'
Mosquero, N. M.
cow on my .place, branded lazy
S on left hip, owner can have
W.F. Bums, of Mills, was in same by paying for this ád.
Roy on business Monday and cal
tí
led to advance his subscription J. W. Maib.
to the
He reports crop conMrs. Leatta Dixon was down
ditions very good in his commufrom her ranch near Mills the
nity.
latter part of last week and her
friends in Roy were glad to see
STRAYED
improving in health so nicely,
Strayed from my ranch a sorseems to agree with
rel mule, 4 years old, branded ranch life
her.
B on left shoulder.. A black
burrow about 3 years old and
Mike Joseph and wife of Trinbranded R on left thigh is along idad, Colorado were in Roy on
with mule.
business the latter part of last
Will give a reward of $5.00
for information leading to reco week.
very oi mule or anyone bringing Mr. and Mrs. Ed Foley have
to my ranch.
returned to their home at East
Luis Romero,
Vaughn after spending a
Kephart, N. M.
with their sons in Roy.
--

S-- A.

;

:

few-week-

The
Construction Company are lavinethe cement floor this week in
the F. S. Brown Garage. They
are doing a good job and sure
pushing the Avork along.
Brown-Thompso- n'

-

FOR

SALE Second
hand,
three or five disc, light Sanders
tractor plow, see or write. G.
R. Abernathy, Roy N. M.
Spd

campaign in their particular districts, while Mr. Luckenbill. and
Mr. Doty will supervise the operations as awhole. Mr Luckenbill will be in charge of the campaign for the federal bureau,
and Mr. Doty for the state

I
JL

Mrs.Lillian Bess left for Santa
Rosa Sunday where she will" assist in the National Bank at that
place. Mrs., Bess had charge of
the First National at Roy while
the cashier Mr. Justice was away on his vacation.

m.

to

IS DUE
PLEASE PAY UP
"LONG-GREEN-

"

NOTICE

MEMtER FEEliRAL EESKKVE BANK

" A good bank for everyone "

W. L. Russell and wife of Ro
sebud stent several days in Roy
last week on business. They will
move to Roy in the near future
and make their home here.

L O O K

at Anderson

pleaseleave
''

OPPOSITE THE ROY
ARE

Socie- -'

-

CLASS "MANI
BUSI-- ;

Mrs. Minnie Rhyne's
;;
new home east 'of town".'-

-

CLEANING

AND PRESSING
NEJÍ,

The Ladies Missionary

Thursday afternoon,- after their
regular routine, the hostess Mrs.
Roy ,serve4 ardainty lunch,
which was 'appreciated by all
that were present. The ladies
will hold their next regular

ALL.

FIRST

Machi-

ty held a very important meeting at Mrs, E.J.H. Roy home

NOW PREPARED; TQ
DOj

YOUR

.

ne shop and receive reward.

WE HAVE MOVED

THEATRE .AND

THE SERVICE GARAGE
We are now better prepared than ever to handle your auto and tractor repair
work. We burn in bearings which makes
'
'
them last much longer.
We can do any kind of mechanical and
electrical work and we guarantee every
piece of work that we do.
Bring in that car or tractor and let
us overhaul it before the busy season sets
'" " ''''
in.
"Come to the place where you get
your work done by Competent Mechanics
and the work GUARANTEED."
, .
PENDLETON and DODDS ROY, N. M.

LOST: One tire chain between
Paul Anderson's and Roy finder

.

IN A

it f'"K..(

at

NEgS APPRECIATED.

f

FLOERSHEIM WEEKLY NEWS

CITY TAILOR SHOP
ROY, NEW MEXICO.

July 23, 1921.

Walter Cottingham of Mos
thru Roy last week
enroute .to Springer where he
spent a few days visiting
quero, pased

Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Mitchell on,
Monday the 18th, and will make-hihome with them for the next twenty years. We have been
told that Hugh is already trying to teach him how to run the
tractor. Every one concerned is
doing nicely, and Hugh was in
town with the cigars the first
of the week.
Dr. Self and Family who have
been visiting relatives in Southwest Mo. for the past few weeks
have returned home. They report it hot and sultry in the east
and were glad to get back to the
cool breezes of New Mexico.
Mrs. S.N.Gallegos is visiting
her parents and other reatives
in and near Roy this week. Mrs.
e
Gallegos was formerly Miss

jCfcpyrijtit lDlS Ed, V. Brice

BEFORE INSURING YOUR
WHEAT CROP DON'T FAIL TO
FIND OUT ABOUT

OUR
SPECIAL PROPOSITION

ON
HAIL INSURANCE
to;

McCarger & Hooper
NEW MEXICO.

"WE INSURE ANYTHING AGAINST EVERYTHING"

We have a lot of Grain Saving
Guards and pullers for down
wheat. 75c and $1.25 each.
Anderson Brothers.

Co.

In buying a suit do you buy PRICE or do you want QUALITY?
That is the main thing you should think about and you get both in Ed.

Branch.

P.OYT

Capital and Surplus $60,000.00

s

Another fine rain fell this
week ; in fact we are having too
much rain at present, as wheat
is ready to harvest and the nei- ds are too soft for harvest.

Til-li-

Address all inquiries

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

s

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

We need the

Eut we are never too busy to give our
as to any impending business transaction
which yoij care to talk over with us. If you are
on a deal and want our advice, don't be afraid
to ask for it. We may not be able to advise
you but we have our hand on the business pulse most of the time and you are certainly welcome to our knowledge of business affairs all
the time. We don't care whether you are a
customer of this bank or not. Call on us.
vice

Dr. Braker tells us that a sweet little son came to the home

H
1

We have our.
We are busy all the time.
business tó look after early and late.

Jack Campbell the National
W. L. Russell, M. N. Eaker
Biscuit Co. was inRoy Saturday. and R. W. Boulware were business visitors in Raton the latter
part of last week. They report
the roads rough practically all
the way:

Spanish-America-

-

ñTt) IT'S FijKK

.

V. Price & Co., Clothes.

T. C. Dodds and wife loft for
Divernon, 111. Wednesday where
they were called on account of
the sickness of Mr. Dodd's mother. They will be gone several
weeks and in the meantime their
son Gerald will have charge of

the Udertakmg

THE MEAT DEPARTMENT
Mr. Wm. Astler of Santa Fe has leased our Meat Market
and will endeavor to give you the best of Meats at all times.

establishment.

A large number of neighbors
of south of town gathered at the
Gunn Canyons last Sunday a
week ago and enjoyed an old fashioned picnic. There was a large crowd present and all enjoyed the day very much. A fine
picnic dinner was served at noon
and all left late in the evening
claiming they had spenc a happy
day.

.

It will be run strictly cash in order that he may give you
the choicest meat at prices that you would get in the cities.
Give him

A Shoe which has style

quality and fit.

Just what you are
ing for.

look-

a trail and you will be satisfied.

THE

.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

ROY, HARDING COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY, JULY 23 1921.
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BOY SCOUTS PUT
-

The Boy Scouts of Roy, put
on a junior boxing match at the
Roy Theatre Monday evening
and in spite of the heavy rain
and mud, a fair sized audience
watched the boys wollop each
other. The first bout was between Cecil Wade andMeyler
Gibbs "and was for six rounds.
Both pounded each other good
and proper and it was hard to
decide which was the real win-ne- r.
The referee gave the decision to Wade by a few points.
The second bout was between
Murl and Ivan Johnson and
Murl is the elder, yet Ivan
is the heavier. They went at it
good and proper for 8 rounds
and neither were able to floor
the ther, but both were good and
tired at theend of the 8th round.
The referee's decision on this
bout war called a draw.
The last bout was 8 rounds
and was between Guy Wade and
Elmer Beabout and was the
best of the evening performance. They slugged each other
thruout the entire 8 rounds
neather was able to knock
out the other fetllow. This bout
was also declared a draw.
All Darticinants of the vanous
bouts were Roy Boy Scouts and
those present enjoyed the fun.
The Boy Scouts realized quite a
nice little sum from the even- Aiers entertainment and expect
to give another match the latter
part of August.

UAMS
H
U.

11
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VARNISH STAIN

WATER-PROO- F

MADE IN ALL POPULAR COLORS

10c. and the Coupon Below You
receive
FLOORLAC RECULAR PKICE) .33

For

)

.IS

nd bringing it with 10c. to

.

FLOORLAC
Acov

earth

A WATERPROOF VARnISH
J

STAIN

We invite everyone to make his or her
banking home and to utilize to their greatest
advantage our complete facilities. Checking accounts are invited in any amount and
we pay interest on time certificates of

We will be glad to serve you in any way
consistent with sound banking methods.

CITIZENS STATE BANK

al-t- ho

You Save40c. by filling out this coupon

Si'Af

When you go to the Citizens State Bank
you know that you will be afforded every
service which a strong, progressive and accommodating bank can render.

'

CO

TOTAL

LET US SERVE YOU

al-t- ho

FOR FURNITURE, FLOORS & WOODWORK

BRUSH

ON BOXING MATCH

Special This
Week

Mills, New Mexico.

FordsoxC
TRADE

FOR SALE: Team of Horses
Set heaweight 1600 lbs. each
vy all Leather Harness, and pra- tically New wagon.
jr. . Jsrown

WALÜUT

'Fot

arc

:

"Yes Pve more
time for myself
since I got a

Extracted Honey

sale by
5 gal.

and in

the

Fordson"

case

cans-Retaile-

THE FORDSON TRACTOR
is taking much of the drudgery
out of farm life; it is solving the
,,,, labor problem ; it is reducing the
cost of preparing land by almost;
one half of what .it was with
horses; and it is saying pnthi;
,; - rd to one half of "the f armer'T
- time; and making farm life mo- j re attractive.
-

by all

Leading Grocers
'
Italian Bees and Queens

.

. ;

COUPON

.

TRACTOR

FATJO'S HONEY
Fancy Comb

MARK

.

Ftftjo Apiaries

NAME.

ADORES.

P,0. Bo

TOWN.

THIS OFFER IS LIMITED BRiNG

IN THE COUPON

,

Springer, New Mex.

ÍÓ-DA- Y

.

.

,

iiRóbért s &

Physician and Surgeon
Hemorrhoids cured without the knife No pain
or loss of time.

. . Rev. J.H.D. Terral, Preacher
Dr. Bradford's wife and daugh
M. E. Church South,
in
ters arrived this week and will willcharge
i .
begin
a ten days meeting at
remain here with him.'
the Christian Church in this
Mosquero, New Mexico
City, Saturday September 13th,
Mr. and Mrs Peter W'agner
Rev. B. L. Nance of E Paso, will
The harvest of wheat and spr- are visiting friends in and near conduct the preaching services.
ing chickens is now in full bloom Roy and looking after their larYe correspondent in éompany. ire farming interests east of
town. Mr. and Mrs. Wagner arwith Hon. M . Baca,J:M.C.
and Mr. Walter: qottmg-ha- rived by auto from Alva, Okla,
made flying trip to Mills their old home several days ago
and Abot Saturday.
glad to get to the Mesa
Mr. Hilliry Hill is enjoying a and are
enjoy
and
lives
it's cool breezes again,
who
visit from his mother
came
She
week.
we
a
little
bit late with this
are
this
in Texas
out togetacpuainted with that news, but the reason is account
new girl recently arrived and to of the sickness going on in the
enjoy a few whiffs of that defamily, therefore we must
lightfully invigarating Mesa air. be excused if we omit any news
Catholic Mass by Rev. Fr. S. items.
De Keuwer at the county seat
Sunday and Monday with a lar- man and wife. Miss Pittman, a
ge crowd in attendance and one daughter of the doctor's came in
wedding with a series of serm- from Texas and is enjoying a
ons at the Methdist Church by visit with her father and and
Rev. Gardner and the usual ser- various friends who have moved
vices at the Babtist Church has to this country from her Texas
kept the Church going people home and Mr. Sullivan is also
fairly busy during the last few entertaining his daughter and
days.
her family, M. and Mrs. Rob't
Good rains fel on the Mesa m Goodloe ,of Texas.
the Mospuero vicinity the first The Boosters Club who have
of the week. Whil fine for spri- bttn trying to securel additiona
ng crops they are som what try- wheat buyers for the Mesa crop
ing for th wht farmrs who are now coming into the market an.SKIS
now in th midst of the harvest. nounce that the Amarillo Mill
Headers aan binders are runn- and Elevator Company have
One
great
the ordinary
drawback
of
use
Winter
the
to
ing al over the Mesa,the thresh- madee arangements with Mr. J.
cooling
is
freezing and
danger
system
of
the
tractor
the
country
were
ers already in the
H. West to purchase wheat for
damaging radiator and motor. Then there is the inconsoon
in
start
to
ready
getting
them at Mosquero and that they
venience of draining and filling every day, not to mention
and quite a number of small are prepared to pay every cent
fan.
troublesome and
the
shippthreshing rigs have been
for wheat that the market will
cooling
in
are eliminated.
troubles
OilPull,
But
the
ed in to assit in harvesting the justify. The Club announcese
is
cooled
oil
Unlike water,
The
OilPull
by
water.
not
opperati-onheavy wheat crops, al
that they have a number 01
below
no
40
oil
possibility
of a
even
does
not
at
freeze,
suspended
however, were
dofferent parties who are inte
'
draining.
motor
or
no
need
of
parts
broken
frozen
by the rains.
rested in establishing a newsUnlike water, oil does not deposit scale or sediment the
Mr. John Westfall.of Solano paper at the County Seat and
circulating system is always open.
OilPull
on
working
th
who has been
that they expect to be able to
Unlike water, oil does not rust the metal, parts. The
of the Kres s building report in the near future the
OilPull radiator will last the life of the tractor.
for temporary court house pur- establishment of a newspaper
short
a
for
work
poses laid off
Unlike water cooled tractors, which get hotter as the
with on entirely modern and
increases, the harder the OilPull works the cooler it
load
visit with his daughter and
plant.
runs. Thus the proper temperature is maintained in the
family, Mr. and Mrs. Foreman
The record for harvesting
OilPull at all times for perfect kerosene combustion.
who drove in from their
this season was made by Mr.
homa home for a short visit R.L. Keller, who harvested four
It will pay you to investigate the OilPull line. Four
0
H. P.
sizes
with friends and relatives. As hundred acres of wheat in ten
and
one of the pioneer homesteaders days, incuding bread downs. He
Anderson Garage & Machine Works.
of the Mesa, Mr. Foreman is finished up the day that it raidevelope-meRoy, New Mexico.
much surprised the
ned and will stort in threshing
of the Mesa. Others en- and marketink the wheat as
42
joying visits from eastern frie- soon as the weather dried up a
nds and relatives are Dr. Pitt-- little.
,

COUNTY SEAT
NEWS

-

.

-

De-Ba-ca

.

THE FORDSON will run your -threshing machine and at the
most opportune time for you; It
will operate the milking machines, saw the wood, fill your silo
pump the water, and take care
of every kind of belt wor- kAnd don't forget it will plow
six to ight acres in a ten hour
day, handling two plows with

-

'

ease.

Thus the FORDSON is the
d
tractor. It will
pay for its fall and winter keep
ideal

year-roun-

in many ways

.

m

S-- A

The OilPull Radiator
Can't Freeze
power-consumin-

g

s,

up-to-d-

-

12-2-

0,

s

nt

16-3- 0,

20-4-

30-6- 0

There's a big story to tell you
about the FORDSON-a- nd
a true
on-e- come in and get the facts.
Or, if you prefer, telephone or
drop us a card and we will bring
them to you.
BECK MOTOR COMPANY,
Roy, New Mexico

.

$625.00 F.O.B. DETROIT

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER

Rain Monday evening is repor
ted from all the mesa, varying

in volume from 1 to 4 inches and
from an hour or two all night.
Harvesting was stopped for
three; days or more all over and
much wheat will be lost from
g
because of the
excessive rain.

Mills, N. M.

straw-breakin-

Dates at this office.

SUBSCRIBE
For the
SPANISH-AMERICA-

N

$2.00
....

Per Year.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICAN-RO-
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The rain has let up a little
and freighters are again lining
the roads with loads of lumber
from the saw mills, ties etc for
the Vegas market. That old
town would go broke if it wasnt
for the business it gets from
these valleys. '

A GOOD HABIT

FRESH BREAD at all
times 10 cents straight
FANCY BAKERY
GOODS
JUST LIKE MOTHER USE TO MAKE ONLY BETTER

"TRADE AT HOME"
CANDY, CIGARS AND SOFT DRINKS.

Ideal Bakery & Confectionery
G.M.LEWIS Prop.
icnoE3lf

53

S

How much of this paper do
you get full benefit from? There
is certain news which interests
you. There are special articles
which you find valuable, cut
do you read all the advertise
Mr. J. D. Sena, was up from
ments regularly each weeK x
Vegas Monday working among
Here is a source of opportunity for all of our readers. These the people of the valley in the
merchants are sending their bu- interest of better local governsiness messages to you through ment. He is editor of the new
this newspaper. And they want weekly at Vegas, "The Gaz
you to know what they have to ette". It is said this new independent paper has some high
sell.
"mesclass backing, financially and is
look
over these
Always
sages" carefully, whether you lined up to be a power in the
want to buy anything at the ti- politics of the state.
The County Commissioners
me or not. Keep track of what
in session at the court house
are
are
manufacturers
and
store
the
week and have a lot of busineed
this
offering, and when some
to transact. They were
ness
just
know
will
you
up
come
does
viewing
roads Tuesday and
where you can get the best va out
malicious act of
a
correct
will
money.
lue for your
last vear in closing a road to
spite some citizens for political
OIL OIL OIL
reasons.
Penn
of
bis
iO
gal
20
I have
Tractor Oil, I will sell at cost to
croftH rpsnnnsible
oarties. will STRAYED Collie dog, very
timid, any information leading
take note, to draw 10
to recovery will be appreciated,
payoble in Nov. 1921.
Christman, Roy, N. M.
James
R. A. Pendleton.
Reserve District No. 10
Charter No. 11,958
Renort of Condition of the
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
on
at Roy, in the State of New Mexico, at the close of business
June 30, 1921.;
1

per-cen- t,

PURITY BLACKLEG AGGRESSIN
is whát your CALVES need.
DO NOT DELAY.

Agent.
MILTON FLOERSHEIM.
(Mail orders filled C.O.D)
Rov. New Mexico.

WHEN

RESOURCES
redis-- ,
including
discounts,
and
Loans
counts (except those shown in
b and c)
fH'rooí?
.$252 582.08
Total loans
Notes and bills rediscounted other than Federal
Reserve Bank ) other than bank ac- $25,354.86
ceptances sold)

you have Pump or

troubles or have any
war! inths Plumbers line, call Judy
and Baker and they will fix it.
WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND EVERYTHING IN THE TINNKTiS OR PLUMBERS LINE, ALSO
DEEP WELL PUMPS 'YTN'DMILLS, WELL CASING
AND THE MANY 0THi:; THINGS THAT COME UNDER
THIS LINE OF WORK.

B" FIXED. WE

CAN FIX IT

JUDY AND BAKE .1
Boy.

The bear hunters have returned but the bear3 are all
still at large in the mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. Mason have left us
and a noticeable void takes
their place. They were true
sports and enjoyed even the
rainy weather in camp.
Emilio Sanchez left Wednesday for Mosquero to take charge
of the Abstract Co's business
there. t We're hoping he will
stay longer this time but,
we suspect there is a girl here
who doesnt share that wish.
Excitement was caused here
by the appearance of
Monday
1921, next, at this office, the
Casias, of Coyote setFeliciano
following tract of land:
demanded that he
who
tlement,
Sec. 22, T. 18 N., R. 26
be put in jail for shooting hi3
E. N. M. P. M.
wife. He was humored in the
The sale will not be kept open whim and Sheriff Sabino Lopez
but will be declared closed when and jailer, Sanchez went to inthose present at the hour nam- vestigate. They found he had
The
ed have ceased bidding.
shot at his wife three times one
person making the highest bid
striking her in the back
bullet
immediately
will be required to
a serious wound. He is
making
pay to the Receiver the amount
to be mentally off and,
thought
thereof.
he has "expressed the
said
is
it
adverse
claiming
Any persons
he had killed her.
wish
that
land are
Iy the
separated,
it is said.
had
They
advised to file their claims, or
Sunday
picnicking
went
We
the
before
objections, on or
thinking
Casa,
la
de
Rio
up
the
time designated for sale.
to get away frm the maddening
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register. crowd for a while. We found
that uprorious stream lined with
cars and campers all the way up
of
WANTED Jersey bull
as it was starting to rain,
and,
Roy.
M.
vicable age. J.
gave
we
it up and came back to
tf.
N. M.
town where it was quiet and
Sunday-likPeople are' here
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
from all over and one need not
be surprised to meet most anyDepartment of the Interior
SEVi-SWi-

New Mexico.

above-describ- ed

sér-Elde-

r,

body.

HOME OWNER
thai ycu have plenty of rain to insure your crops.
Why not have that house STUCCOED and made like new
Nov

i0

r:it:r how eld or what kind of a house it is see
E. F. HENRY, the Contractor

,221.22
NOTICE is hereby given that
1J.18 William E. Curtis, of David,
'
New Mexico who, on May 20,
HS'ÍS
1918, made Original Homestead
8,0bb.UU

0259S9, and on Jan.
5,048.77 Entry, No.
Home5, 1921, made Additional
stead Entry No. 027358, for N-14 Sec. 19; Wa SW14 Sec. 5;
651,76
Ei SEV4 Sec 6 Twp 17 N. R.
NWVi NE14, Na NW14
4.25 80f
Sec. 11, Twp. 17 N. R. 29 E;
SE14 NEi4, SWVi SEi4 and
SE14, of Section 34, Town887.91 E
E., N. M.
7,578.28 ship 18 N.. Range 29
P. Meridian, has filed notice oí
to make Final Three
$255.411.82 intention
Total
Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, beLIABILITIES
U. S. Com50,000.00 fore A. A. Wynne,
Capital stock paid in
office in Mosat
his
missioner
10,000.00
-- . . . . ...
Surplus fund
quero, N. M., on Aug. 15, 1921.
$660.78
Undivided profits
names as witnesses:
Claimant
660.78
Mcintosh, Frank Weir
A.
James
19,724.40
Amount due to national banks
and Joe II. WilE.
Ford
Jesse
Total of Items 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25 . . $19,724.40
New: Mexico.
David,
of
all
103,791.67 cox,
Individual deposits subject to check
VALVERDE,
PAZ
Total of demand deposits (other than bank
Register.
deposits) subject to Reserve, Items 26,
31
.$103,791.67
27, 28, 9, 30, and
NOTICE Our Loan Inspecttor
Certificates of deposit (other than for
20th
44.948.51 will be here between the
money borrowed)
want
you
July.
If
of
ind
25th
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve
1 loan at once better see us now
$44,948.51
Items 32, 33, 34, and 35
this will be the last inspecis
Bills payable, other than with Federal Reserve
until the latter part of Ar.g-astion
Bank (including all obligations representing
Rate 10 percent long time
money borrowed other than. rediscounts
25,000.00
ten
or more if wanted
years
above
stated Interest
Liabilities other than those
collected, unearned
1,286.46 Make application at the Spanish
SC1IULTZ
American Office.
Total
$255,411.82 .VND JOHNSON.
E.

.

it a. he has had the experience to give you what you
want.

HARDING COUNTY ABSTRACT
COMPANY, Inc.
(Bonded)
Mosquero, New Mexico.

"Prompt and Efficient Service"
We

are ready to make your Abstracts now.

W. R. GOPLEN, Manager
Mosquero, New Mexico.

nig-ht-

.

self.
ROMERO, U.S. MARSHAL
ENGINEER
CRAIG, U.S. ATTORNEY
o
TWITCH ELL, ASST. ATTY.
The appointment of. C.A. May
o
as state engineer is a proper reJuly 14.
Washington,
The
cognition of the services of a
name
Secundino
of
Romero
of
man who has made good in the
Vegas
Las
today
was
sent
to
the
public service during the past
senate by President Harding for
five or six years. '
as U. S. Marshal
confirmation
Mr. May has advanced throuof New Mexico.
gh several minor positions in the
George R. Craig, of Albuquerengineering department up the
que, was nominated for U.S. Atpresent year when he was made
The U. S. L. battery
assistant state engineer by Mr. torney for the district of New
proved its value, it
Gillett, and he now advances to Mexico.
has
Ralph E. Twitchell for assisis not an unknown qualistate engineer, his department
including supervission of all mat tant Attorney general to be.iisig
ty, and it is always bet
ters relating to the waters of ned to the six southwestern stater to be safe than sorry
We have new batteries
the state irrigation, drainage tes where he will have- charge
stream measurement, hydrogra-phi- c of Indian legal affairs- in addion hand at all times. . .
surveys, and a number of tion to the general governmental
Magneto, starter, gene
other matters which are placed litigation.
enappointees
All
the
had
and battery repair
rator
the
under that department by law.
dorsement of Senator H. O. Bur-supromptly dor.e.
work
O.W Kerr, tne uu wian who
all of them will be poand
Free Water
has settled so many people in pular selections in New Mexico
and
the Mills and Gladstone neigh- where each of the three men are
Inspection
borhood, has returned from the
ANDERSON BATTERY $
New England states where he known to be well qualified for
$
COMPANY
has been touring for th past two the positions to which they hatfe
months, and reports that money been appointed and where long
is loosening up in that section party service has entitled them
0
FOR SALE
Titan Trac
and that it won't be long before to recognition.
also
condition,
very
in
tor
good
e
thewho-lthe move will pass over
plow.
you
disc
tractor
If
four
a
wiH
United States and times
FOR SALE One five year old
E.
see,
or
write
interested,
are
again get good. This fall he ex mare, sound and well broke,
M.
N.
Solano,
tf.
Laughter,
B.
pects to put on sale another lar- will weigh 1100 or better. See
v;
I. C. Dodd3. City.
ge tract of land.
nd see

for-you-

r

C. A. MAY, STATE

m

THE MILLS SHOE REPAIR SHOP.
All work neatly and promptly done.
Located in the Old Bentley Building
WE'SOLICIT A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE

Win. Schoenerstedt Prop.
Mills

State of New Mexico,' County of Quay, SS.
I, C. L. Justice, Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnDo you know you are missing
ly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my :ome mighty fine pictures at the
knowledge and belief.
Roy Theatre every Saturday
Correct Attest:
C. L. Justice, Cashier.
The managers Eberhart
. G. R, Abernathy,
nd Nickens are showing ' the
II. B. Jones,
jest pictures that they can get.
F. S. Brown, Directors.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th, day of July 1921. md you can see just as good
at Roy, as you can at Ve(SEAL)
Bessie D. Randle. Notary Public.
MY commission expires December 30, 1924.
jas or Raton. Come out tonighl
pic-ture-

ROY, NEW MEXICO

New"

Mxico.

party from Amaus up to give us
greeting from our old friends
the Cheneys, of the "Plainsman'
They had been
at Amarillo.
camping here for a week and
had good luck with their trout-inCheney was over the hill
somewhere at the same game.
from
A party of
Tucumcari, arrived Monday and
are camping with Mr. Winters
on the Dr. Hoag place. That is
headquarters for Tucumcari
A summer cottage is
people.
being built now for friends who
will bring their families from
the scorching heat of the plains
town to the coolness of the
mountain retreat.
We visited the locally famous
Lujan Canyon, Tuesday in company with the well known owner of that wonderful little gateway to the wonders of the upper world, on top of the divide.
We have often heard it talked
of but never realized that there
were places so near that outclassed what we had come to
was real scenery. The

Tuesday a
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayrillo
hunted
1921.
14,
Mexico,
June
ton, New

t.

NOTICE Mr.

-

4,

-

Successors to BAUM BROS.

MORA VALLEY NEWS

e.

Overdrafts, unsecured, $18.18
Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc.:
Furniture and Fixtures, $1850.00
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank
Cash in vault and amount due from national banks . .
Amount due from banks, bankers, and trust
companies in the United States (other than
included in Items 8. 9, or 10)
Checks on other banks in the same city or
town as reporting bank (other than Item 12) . .
Total of Items 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 . . . .$5,745.78
Checks on banks located outside of city or town
of reporting bank and other cash items
Other assets, if any, Interest earned, uncollected . . . .

.

IP IT IS TO

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
-I- SOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico, June 13, 1921.
Sale authorized by "C"
NOTICE is hereby given that,
as directed by the Commissioner
of the General Land office, under provisions of Sec. 2455, R.
S., pursuant to the application
of Maurice N. Baker, Roy, N.
M.. Serial No. 027471, we will
offer at public sale to the highest bidder, but at not less than
$2.00 per acre, at 10" o'clock A.
M., on the 16th day of August

10-2-

g.

Boy-Scou-

ts

le-lie- ve

place lies

just beyond Chacon,

from Mora and 30 from
Taos, and the road will some
day be thru this canyon from
that ancient city to the S. F.

20 miles

tracks at Vegas.
We've written a description
f the place, but, on reading it
t sounds too much like a fairy
;ale and yet it doesn't half do it
ustice so we suppress the copy.
The place is for sale and some
me will soon have it who can
xppreciate some of its attract-

ions.

.

NOTICE
We are now ready to build
that fire proof house or garage
tor you. out of cement steam
ured blocks or brick, both face
ar common finish. This is the
hollow wall system which means
1 dry house, we also do General

Contracting and Carpenter and
Mill work.

Roy cement Products Co.

John II. Hornbaker, Prop.
Roy, N.M.

The contract for Road No.58,
v
running from Clayton to the
rmintv line near Gladstone,
has been let to Peterson, Shirly
& Gunther of Omaha, Nebraska,
and work will begin as soon as
they can get their crews on the
It is a fraction over 57
miles in length and will be built
at a cost of $75,914.61.
Col-fn-

All our vulcanizing and
J.
work guaranteed.
Busey Co.

bat-ter-

v

E.

General Blacksmith

and
Machine Work,
ACETYLENE WELDING AND
DISC RULLlJNli
AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

J. D. Wade,
Prop5

THE

niEwin

ASPIRIN
Name "Bayer" on Gentiind
"Erie Cords"

&

"Olympian Fabrics"

8KRVICE.

AND

Write

for

price

A

list.

IIKKT A. HOSFOHD, i:i!56 Aromn St.

HOME OF THE COLE
AlWAVS THE BEST
USED
IN

Write
by

Biy

tot Cumplen

Us

CARS.

Mill.

1225

BROADWAY

FRONT.

IffinAT??
JVUUlIVi)
R1STMAN
26

133

Ill
'

htre Id V. 8. it Dnrer prices.
UnsiUsfictor
EASTERN SHOE REPAIR
frturned our expenw.
YELLOW

work
FAC-

STREET.

CHAMPA

M0 M0K

FIMISHIM6.

Oir.m

Nitirltli Cmimy.

hete

Tflt

KODAK COMPANY,
Sixteenth Street. Denver. Colorado.
Pre-W- nr

Prima on Coffe

Send 11.00 for 3 pound lamplt, post
paid.
SPICE
THE SPRAY COFFEE
and Market BU., beottt, Cola.
CO.. 2

t

lit
Compositora, combination
and floor man, cylinder
folding machine operator
rtnan ahnr. Amarinan
plan: 48 hours. '.Unions on' strike for
nours. xne uiooe printing com
pany, uenver, colorado.
MARCEL WAVING We lead in this as
all other lines. Charles Hair & Beauty
tfliop, ill) 16th St., Denver, Colo.
WANTED
machine
pressman,
A nit atnplr

FI.OWKHS FOIl ALL OCCASIONS.
Park Floral Co.. 1643 Broadway.
IlEAUTY PAHLOHS. Hair Goods by
mail. Mllllcent Hart Co.. 721 15th St

Take Aspirin only as tofd la each
package of genuine Bayer Tablets of
Aspirin. Then you wilt be following
the directions and dosage worked out
by physicians during 21 years, and
proved safe by millions. Take no
chances with substitutes. If you see
the Bayer Cross on tablets, yon can
take them without fear for Colds,
Headache,
Neuralgia,
Rheumatism,
Earache, Toothache, Lumbago and
for Pain. Hand; tin boxes of twelve
tablets cost few cents. ' Druggists also
sell larger packages.
Aspirin Is the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
HoLoacetleacldester of Sallcyllcactd.

gut-us-

tos twin.
1UY

pleating, henutltchlnj.
Write for eiUlof.

YOUR

AT
GROCERIES
Saaply

StMkirowirt' WheltilM

omred bultone and but'
1323 (tout. Demer. Colo.
PRICES.
St.

WHOLESAII

Ct,, 1523 Nineteenth

If Interested la Oil or Minias;, write for
monthly paper; six months free. Capitol
Syndicate, 215 E.
C. Bid?., Denver.
Reorganize Federal Judiciary.
WASHINGTON.
Reorganization
of
the federal judiciary system was discussed at a conference attended by
Attorney General Dougherty, Chief
Justice Taft and the special committee
of Judges and district attorneys headed
by Judge John E. Sater of Columbus,
Ohio. Mr. Dangherty said that a plan
was being worked out for a scientific
ally organized judicial system which
would be framed as a bill for presenta
tion to the President.

The next morning the child returned
clean, and with her hair bobbed. She
also carried a note which read : "Dear
Miss This is to certify that the
school board did not bob my child's
hair. I had a respectable barber do
it." Indianapolis News.
,

MEN

NEED

SWJHOT

Thousands of women have kidney and
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy
condition, they may cause the other organs to become diseased.
Pain in the back, headache, losa of am
bition, nervousness, are often times gymp- toms of kidney trouble.
Don't delay starting treatment.
Dr.
Big Sum to Indiana.
Kilmer's Swamp-Rooa physician's nre- Muskogee, Okla.
Distribution of scription, obtained at any
drug store, may
91,350,000 bythe government to mem- be just the remedy needed to overcome
bers of the Choctaw and' Chickasaw such conditions.
Get a medium or larne size bottle im
Indian tribes will commence Aug. 15,
it was announced at the United States mediately from any druir. store.
However, if you wish first to test this
Indian office here. The 20,700 Choc-taw- s great
preparation send ten cents to Dr.
will each receive $50, and the
lulmer & Co., Binghamton. N. Y.. for a
6,300 Chlckasaws will each receive a ample bottle. When writing be sure and
like sum. The payment Is exclusive mention this paper.
of freed men.
Th Dull Season.
Ships Send Wireless 6,000 Miles.
"It's kinder dull around the old
Vancouver, B. C What Is said to home place,' remarked the sleepy
be a record for long distance wire looking native.
less on the Pacific was established
"Why, you have a swarm of children
when the Merchants' Exchange here and at least a dozen dogs," said the
received a radio message giving the tourist.
position ' of the Canadian Australian
"Yep, but I guess th' warm1 weather
liner Makura, which was one day out has sorter taken all th pep out of th
of Auckland, N. Z., a distance of 6,' young varmints." They ain't had a fight.
000 miles.
In nigh onto a week an' there ain't been
a tramp- - in these parts In so long th'
Ask Reduction in Livestock Rate.
dawgs ain't gittln' th' exercise they
WASHINGTON.
Rates on livestock need.' Birmingham
an
to
be unreasonable from
were held
economic standpoint, and a recomREST YOUR TIRED FEET
niendatlon wns made to the Interstate
ALLEN'S
th antlseptls
Commerce Commission that the car powder
to be shaken Into the shoes, stopi
rlers make substantial reductions for the pain of eorna and bunions, and elves
relief to sweating, calloui, tired, ach,the benefit of business in general, In a quick
ing, tender feet, blliters and sore spots. It
report made Thursday by Examiner rests the feet, keeps them cool and comfort-as
able. Shoes and stockings wear twice
DIsque.
long when you walk In comfort.
t,

Age-Heral-

FOOT-EAS-

Bandits Hold Up Mail Car.
Houston,
Texas.
Three masked
bandits held up four railway mail
clerks In a mail car on the Houston &
Texas Central "owl" train as It was
being loaded In the Grand Central station here and escaped with a regis
tered bank package, a registered
pouch and an ordinary mall pouch.

H!.

Most men appreciate the nonsense
of a pretty woman far more than they
do the sense ofia homely one.

LATE

DISPATCHES

DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.
( Western Newspaper I'nloo

News

Service.)

WESTERN
Two Chinese were shot and killed on
a truck farm a mile and
south of Phoenix under circumstances
which attaches of the sheriffs office
say point to a struggle between two
tongs.'
Mrs. Myrl (Jesse) James and Gol-dl- e
Gordon, Harrison Fisher's model,
charged with the murder of John
Devereux, aged jurist, were found not
guilty by a Jury in the District Court
at Tulsa, Okla.
One fireman was Injured, probably
one-quart-

Not Capable.

Five business men compose the
Terra Haute school board. Their du
ties are manifold, but still there are
a few things they cannot do. Even
the public recognizes that, as this
little story will prove. A teacher, who
has a very uncouth child in her room,
sent the mother a note, telling her
that if she did not have the child
cleaned up and her hair trimmed she
would report her to the school offi

N
JRWRLnr CO. Dla
monda, watches, silverware. Out tow
orders careful attention Est. 1873.
Hadlnnt Beauty Shop, IMS Welton St.
umuiiiga nmae into swucnes ana ,ear
ovwiai prices un nnir
THE NEW YORK PLEATING CO, cials.
IiOHM-ALI.R-

for belt

A column of Turkish Nationalists
attacked the Greeks west of Brussa,
Asia Minor, and the Greeks were
forced to retreat after suffering losses,
says a dispatch from Angler.
Fire which broke out In the Blohra
& Voss shipyards at Hamburg caused
BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
damage amounting to many millions of
EVENTS IN THIS AND FORmarks. The timber sheds, with great
EIGN COUNTRIES.
quantities of building material, were

Information.

SHOES REPAIRED
TORY.

F0BEIGN

PARAGRAPHS

AUTOMOBILE TIRES
QUALITY

SPANISH-AMERICA-

fatally, and three others were less seriously hurt in a fire which destroyed
more than a block In a densely settled
flat and apartment house section In
San Francisco.
Alexander Howat, president of Dis
trict 14, United Mine Workers, and
August Derchy, vice president, were
sentenced to six months In Jail and
fined $500 each by District Judge Boss
of Columbus, Kan., for vlolntlng the
Kansas Industrial Court law by calling
a local strike over a wage controversy.
Investigation has been started by
prohibition authorities of reports from
Letterman General Hospital at the
Presidio, at Frisco, that a number of
bottles sent them from the government
prohibition seizure rooms at the federal building and believed to hold
whisky were found to contain tea when
they were opened.
Pellinm A. Barrows, national com
mander of the Sons of Veterans, of
Lincoln, Neb., forwarded a letter to
President Harding asking that he or
der a monument, reported to be in
Troy, Ala., which contains an Inscrip
tion honoring Wilkes Booth for the
murder of Abraham Lincoln, destroyed.
Mr. Barrows stated that this was In
accordance with resolutions passed by
a number of veterans' posts.
New fields of fertile promise came
within view of the antlered herd when
the grand lodge officers of the- Benev-olent and Protective Order of Elks

r

S

completed a session at Los Angeles
that provided Elkdom with a national
headquarters and a national publica
tion. Chicago was selected for the na
tional hednquarters, and plans ap
proved for a monumental structure to
house the heart of the lodge at a cost
of $2,500,000.
A motor car collision near Topeka,
Kan.. In which two motor cars, six
cases of dynamite and a targe quan
tity of nitroglycerine figured, brought
death to M. A. Ross, an oil well shooter, and his wife and the Injury of four
other persons. The explosives played
only a minor part, however, for, nl
though it was scattered along the high
way for a considerable distance, it
failed to explode. The victims were
killed and Injured by the crash of the
machines.

destroyed.
- The foreign
ministry offically not!
fled the American embassy at Rome

'

SYMPTOMS
WOMEN

that President Harding's plan for a

An appeal to the United States by
the Far Eastern Republic to compel
Japan to withdraw her troops from
Siberia "at the earliest possible date"
is contained in a note handed to the
American minister in Peking. Similar
notes were addressed to Great Britain
and China.
All countries whose nationals have
suffered damages from Mexican revo
lutions have been Invited by President
Obregon to appoint delegates, who will
meet Mexican representatives and
form a permanent commission to pass
upon claims. The Invitation was is
sued In the form of a presidential de
cree at Mexico City.
Cuba's pineapple crop for this year
Is estimated at 900,000 crates, valued
at $4,500,000, by port officials, who
base their figures on recorded ship
ments from Havana, More than 500,000 crates have been exported over the
ferry ships running between Cuba and
Florida, while about 100,000 crates
have been shipped to New York.
The former German Emperor Is Ig
noring the repeated demands for pay
ment of his municipal taxes, on the
plea that his stay In Doom Is involun
tary, to which the municipality retorts
that it has not the slightest objection
to his departure. William Is dally be
coming more unpopular; he cannot
show himself In the roads without be
ing hooted and Jeered.
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Delectable sacar
coatlna around a
nippy zippy bit of
peppermint cbewlo
turn.

V

Sweeten

tbe
breath.aid digestion,
quiet nervousness,
allay thirst and help
keep teeth white.

Two men who robbed the First State
WR9GUEYS!
Bank, Teriton, Okla., of $1,200 were
found dead In a cornfield by a sheriffs
posse, it Is believed that the men shot
themselves.
John Collins Is under arrest In Chi
cago because he Is alleged to have
stood by while Annie Holdt, 10 years
old, drowned In shallow water with
out offering assistance.
Chicago's holdup men flaunted the
trade in the face of the police depart
ment. Two armed bandits held up and
robbed Joseph Biehl of $10 In the WHAT ST. PAUL REALLY SAID
lobby of City Hall while scores of de
tectives sauntered within call. The Englishwoman Declares Men Have De
bandits escaped.
liberately Twisted the Words of
the Great Apostle.
Walter Billings, wealthy real estate
and theater owner, was taken from his
Men translated
the Bible and
automobile in a street at Enid, Okla.,
conveyed to a secluded spot several twisted St. Paul's remarks about won-e- n
to suit their own Ideas. That Is
miles from town and whipped, tarred
and feathered by a party of masked divulged by Miss K. Raleigh to the
men. He was then returned to town British Women's Freedom league. .
The apostle's remarks about wpmen,
and set free, clad only in his trousers.
she said, were badly twisted In transNo reason is given for the action.j.
proved by the
Harry Woódard, a good swimmer, lation, and it could be
removal of a few dots and commas,
drowned, while Roy Rhodda, .minus his
St. Paul did not: Forbid women
two cork legs, which became loosened that
preach ; command them to obey
to
when a boat occupied by five men over
their husbands ; insist that forever and
turned In Ely lake, near Gilbert, aye,
whatever the fashion of the counMinn., swam 300 yards to shore. The
try, they should wear hats In church,
others In the boat also reached shore say that they should never wear Jewelsafely. Ritodda told friends that two
ry and tine' clothes.
of his companions utilized the floating
'In the sentence, 'Women obey
cork legs to aid them to reach the
your hushnnds,
said Miss Kaleigh,
shore.
"the correct translation of the word
New York police have requested the 'obey' Is 'be considerate to.'"
SU Paul is rehabilitated. Chicago
arrest on a charge of forgery of Mrs.
Emma Burkett of Hillsdale, Ind., who Journal.
presented a claim to the estate of the
late Theodore Roosevelt for $09,000 on
Old Stuff.
a note which, she declared, the former
"Is that magazine story worth rend
President endorsed. Mrs. Burkett has ing?"
admitted that she has no claim on the
"It's the usual automobile romance."
estate.
The complaint against Mrs.
"Yes?"
Burkett was made by George E. Roose"In the first paragraph Is heard the
velt, an executor.
'purr of an expensive motor.'"
The celluloid collar has been banished from the Chicago police force In
an edict by Chief Fitzmorris that declared the Chicago police must be the
d
best dressed In the world. A
man does not wear a celluloid
collar, the chief said,
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conference for the limitation of arma
ments meets with the full approval of
the Italian government.

WASHINGTON
President Harding has nominated
Chnrles Fowler to be collector of cus
toms for District No. 20, with head
quarters at Nogales, Ariz,, and Miss
Nomecla Asoarate to be registrar of
the land office at Las Cruces, N. M.
Samuel Gompers, president of the
DREAD
American Federation of Labor, and
White Population Increased.
other representatives of organized
WASHINGTON.
The white popula
Mrs. Wilson's Letter Should workers, appeared before Chairman
tion of Washington state Increased 19
Johnson of the House immigration
Be Read by All Women committee
to protest against a pending
per cent, between 1910 and 1920, while
giving
the President authorresolution
the negro population Increased 13.6 per
Hoarfiolrl Pn
"After m-- r laaf xhi'M ity to admit Chinese labor Into Hawaii
cent, the census bureau .announced.
A check for $113,269.50, payable to
was born last September I was unable
,.,, .,11. to ao ail ot my own temporarily to relieve the shortage of the University of Oregon, was sent
,J.IM,l
Enumerators In 1920 reported 1,319,777
work. I had severe agricultural labor.
from the general educational board,
whites; 17,387 Japanese, 1,150 Filipains in my left side
iu
A general tax revision bill will be founded by John D. Rockefeller
pinos, Hawallans, Hindus and Koreans.
every month and had reported from the House ways and 1902, in full payment of the board's
Foreign-borwhites constituted 18.4
fever and sick dizzy
within two weeks gift to the University of Oregon Medper cent, of the total population In
spells and such pains means committee
e
passage
of
ical School for the erection and equip-meethe
tariff bill,
after
1920, as against 21.1 per cent, in 1910.
my
during
periods,
Longworth, Republican, Ohio,
of a new building at Portland.
which lasted two
weeks. I heard of a member of the committee, told the As a result of the receipt of the money
Army.
Enlisted
Reducing
Lvriia E. Pinlrhnm'a
House during debate on the tariff bill. a like sum becomes available ImmediReduction of the
WASHINGTON.
Vegetable Com- Republican lenders predicted the tax ately from the state for the building.
pound
doing others measure would be passed before the
0
enlisted strength of the army to
W. H. Bailey is believed to have set
so mucn good and
without
will be accomplished
middle of August.
thmlo-hr-.
T urnuM mvA
world's record at Louisville, Ky.,
changing the basic organization, and In it a trial. I have been very glad that I
Through an agreement renched be- whnn he leaped 300 feet into the Ohio
an) AUV tween Solicitor Lloyd of the Treasury
a manner which will provide for a did.J fnrnnw. T fpnl miiph
"- - Dfmnm,
wwi
river from an nirplane. The feat may
rapid expansion in time of emergency, all of my work. I tell my friends when Department and representatives of the cost him his life. Bailey shot through
me
me,
wnat
iney asK
neipea
and they
it was announced at the war
think it must be grand medicine. And six breweries raided at New Orleans the air in a beautiful dive until about
it is. You can use this letter for a tes- because they were making real beer, thirty feet from the water. He turned
timonial if VOIl wish " lvfra Hidbv A
It was decided that the breweries must slowly and struck on his back. De
Wilson, R. F. D. 6, Clearfield, Pa.
Fife Loss Heavy.
pay a fine of a little more than $100,-00- spite the Internal injuries, he was
ine experience ana testimony of such
The govern- swimming when a boat reached him.
OKLAHOMA CITY. Fire loss reto the government.
Wilann. . nrnvA kArint
m
Women AS Mm
fr.w.v wjrisuu m ment does not promise them immunity Before leaping he asked that a photosulting from the Tulsa race riot. May doubt that Lvdta
V. PinVK.m'.
v
31 and June 1, was placed at $1,500,000
table Compound will correct such trou- from prosecution on the charges of graph be given to his mother "if 1
don't make It."
by the state fire marshal.
having violated the Volstead law.
bles bjr removing the cause and restoring the system to a healthy normal con- Five prisoners escaped from the
Investigation of the operation of the
uiuuii. t, ueu Buen symptoms aevelop Federnl Reserve Board, the Chamber Essex county Jail nt Neyark, N. J., but
Ford to Buy Nitrate Plant
SS backaches, hanrincrlnnm naiMa Aa
Secretary Weeks placements,
of Commerce of the United States and one of them was captured by the poWASHINGTON.
nervousness
and "the
announced that he would ask Congress uiues a woman cannot act too promptly "the great trusts, such as steel, coal, lice before he bad been free an hour.
credit and money trusts," was asked of The men, who were nil imprisoned foi
for authority to accept a proposal by in trying Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
CnmnnnnH if aha value hap fifi,
nm
a Joint congressional commission by minor offenses, secured their liberty bj
Henry Ford for acquiring the governC. S. Barrett, chairman of the Nationnl prying a hole In the metal celling with
ment njtrate plant at Muscle Shoals, fort and happiness.
Board of Farmer Organizations anil a silver spoon.
Ala., If the offer was found to be "subpresident ' of the National Farmers'
When blind pedestrians cross a
stantial." The proposal, which was
Union.
street in New Orleans hereafter, they
transmitted bxJSexretnr.v Hoover, was
;Ywtpf-- tboustiiiui.arjny enlisted) men wljl JUuw, a. police. vvhwilto let trijfcJj.
a his desk, Mr. Wejkard,.;6dáíñgT
SHAVES- that he would begintjV''lytof tt9tr
applied-fodischArses'tn. the first ten nand,lié traffic-'-, 'policeman kniv
terms at once. Mr, Kyrbfers!liJ:t)yl
days. of .uly,,anÍ3v0iKl.lia.:re beep re-- . hey are conilifg.'. vTÍfel miggejitlo
uuu miiua
leastid'Trom seralce SacBíinfcy Wsnlayi, blinde, to Superintendent Q Pol.lcMme mi nut; jniim,
oney, has been adopted.
for $5,000,000.
announced.
Ckmcora 5op It th favorito formftyreorrtM.T.ny.
,
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OVERHEARD

IN

THE

GARAGE

of Pleasantries
Between Two of the Industrious
(?) Colored Employees,

Just an Interchange

"Shake a nimble dog, colored man,

an' clean them cylinders."
"Who? Me? Take yo' ease, boy, take
yo' ease. The week's got seven days
Jus' like It always had."
"I'll say It has; and, 'co'dln' to you,
they's all Sundays."
"How come they Is?
I'll testify I
ain't seen you losln' no sleep 'roun'
this garage. Clean yo own cylinders,
bo, they's full o' carbon."
"Y'all wanta give me plenty o' space
hea'bouts this mo'nln', son ; or else yo
wldder's goln' to laff out loud every
time she sees a spanner like thls-- a
one."
"On yo' way, mule face, on yo' way.
I seen yo' wife th' other day and, y'all
know what she says to me 'bout you?
She says : 'Go's far as you've a mind
to wlf him ; I'se Jus' paid up the premium on his life insurance.' "Kansas
City Star.
Sleeprs In Wreck Safest.
According to one medical authority,
the passengers who are asleep when a
train collision occurs escape most of
the bad effects of shaking and

lnousands
show you

the way

Increasing numbers of people
who could not or should not
drink coffee and who were
on the lookout for something

take its place have found
complete satisfaction in
to

nsimi mm
Postum has a smooth, rich
flavor that meets every re

Quirement of a meal-tim- e
beverage, and it is free from

any harmful element.
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"There's a Reason
Made by-- Postum jdeftal- - Cofopany.Ine.
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Irving Ogden, Sr. came over
from Mora Friday and will harvest and thresh his wheat before returning to the fastness of
his mountain home. Mr. Proco-pi- o
Maes, Deputy Sheriff, and a
veteran of the world war, an
in the Marines, came along
to see real wheat fields and is
staying to assist in harvesting
them. He is with Tony Patrick
and Bob Grunig's crew and is
making a hit with them' as a
full grown man, '
oi-fic-

i'

t)Wm

er

Mr. and Mrs. J. L; Crites and
family arrived in Roy' from Anthony Kansas the first of the
week and will assist; in the big
harvest in the esa and help
Maib-Hali-;
thrsh-- i
with
glad to
too
are
They
fall.
this
get back to the Mesa and enjoy
our ideal climate...

A líome Bank For Home People

A

Dr. Plumlee and wife left for
a few weeks visit with relatives
and friends in southwest Missouri, where they will enjoy
a much needed rest. ' Dr. Bra-kwil have charge pf ' the hosGeneral Superintendent L.U.
Moris, of the E.P.&S.W. waded pital during the absence of Dr.
the mud almost knee deep to the Plumlee.
hotel for dinner Wednesday. By
n
force
the time he got' back to the vThe
loweek
crippled
with
this
been
and
prod
has
train he was on the
oking for some one to take it the sickness of the Intertyper,
Omar Keene. and also Editor
out on.
TTp
the former Edi Johnson. The full work has fell
and cut loose on Editor Schultz and "Devil"
tor of the
with a dissertation, punctuated Cooley.
with lurid adjectives, on the
L. N. DeWeese, of Mosquero,
kind of people who would be conand
up on the train Wednesday
came
mud
tent to wade such
have strangers in town that to cet his Fordson which has
they had no more civic pride been in the Beck Hopital for re
than to alow this condition to pairs. He is pretty smug over
his own County Seat, but he
continue and
But the citizen of Mora stop- treats his Roy friends with the
ped him with the assurace that same friendliness as of yore.
he lived in a town in the county
St. Clair Butler, brother of
adjoining on the west where the
streets were paved for miles in- Lawrence Butler and formerly
to the country in two directions. pitcher for the Roy Ball team
Mr. Morris admitted his error three years ago arrived Wednes
but expressed relief that he had day from the Texas oil fields
got his opinion of Roy streets and will visit friends here for
some time. He reports the oil
out of his system.
The moral is lets make so- fields are at a stand still now
me kind of makeshift to keep while the whales are eating th,e
out of the mud till we an scare little fish in the oil game.
up courage enough to compel
While the wheat is straw bre
the laying of cement walks and
crossings where the traffic de- aking and falling during this
wet spell, entailing a serious
mands it.
loss to the farmers, the corn
All the harvesting machinery crop is growing in a way seldom
on the mesa is in action this seen in any country and the
week and by next week most of grass and all summer crops pro
the wheat will be safely har- mise a record breaker crop., It
vested and threshing will begin. is not all loss
after all. The proSome binders, many headers and
bability
óf
a
ruinous price for
a few combined
are at work. If ony weather-- wheat is a menace of a far grea
man
will have a heart "we ter loss than that caused by the
will soon see thousand of bushe- rain.
ls of wheat pouring down the
hoppers of the elevators at every station along the old E.P.S.W
RR. and the traffic men will be

bank account drives away worry and brings

It

comfort.

is the beacon

light pointing out the

.

er

pathway to peaceful old age. Om . dollar will

start an account at our bank.
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BANK OF ROY

Kio-hte-
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Over 100 pairs of Shoes assorted sizes, good quality and
are Guaranteed, at a very tremendous reduction prices.
We are selling them below actual cost. Come and see
for yourself.

Groceries!
,

i

,

....

f

We handle the best, and are
always at your service.

let us figure

with you on your

HARVEST BILL

.

We have unlimited sets of Aluminum guaranteed for 20
years given away to our customers with Cash Purchase
of only $10.00 and $1.98 cash and its yours. There are
six sets in the deal and they are yours by trading with
us.

R. P. Shaya Co.

header-threshe-

Mrs. Peter Weisdorfer ' í ÍM
T)r. Breaker has moved his
son Thomas of Westphila, Kan..-- , '. i'" from Des Moines to Roy
are making an extended visit rml
y are how domiciled in
with Mr. John Weisdorfer sou- the P'irlee Hospital. The Drs.
theast of Roy. They are well family consists of a wife, son
pleased with the country and
are thinking i. of locating here and daughter, and we are glad
and making this their future to welcome them to our little
city.
home.
"

--

Harding Comity Fair. Roy, N.M. Harding County Fair. Roy,

rs

Capital and
Surplus

$36,000.00
R. S. Culbertson, in charge of
the grain buying department of
the Wilson Co. at Mills, was
down to Roy Wednesday on bui
'"- f
siness,
jr-V"- 'Miss Celefa Kidd came in
from the ranch Thurday and
left Friday for Lubbock, Texas,
to care for her sister who is seriously ill there. Miss Kidd will
teach school at Las Vegas this
fall and plans to have her parents with her in the. city instead of out on the ranch.
.

GETS FINGERS CRUSHED
o

;.

While working at the City
well last week, Ernest Wade had
the fingers of his hand crushed
and mangled by a cable he wáá
fixing. Ernest was on the tower and was adjusting the cable
when the machine was started
in some maner catching the glove of his left hand in the cable
and puling his hand into the pulleys. The thumb, big finger
and ring finger were badly mangled before the machine wag
stopped.
He was immediately
taken to the- - Plumlee Hospital
and it was found necessary to
amputate the thumb, and two

trac0
FOR SALE;
tor engine in perfect condition,
also a 24 inch seperator, with fingers at the first joint. At
a bean attachment, both only present Ernest is doing nicely,
been out one year, will sell at a altho he is suffering considera'
anything ble pain from the injury.
bargain,
E--

12-2-

B

or trade for
worth the money, or on time Buster Plumlee made a trip to
with good reference. I have no Des Moines last week, returning
Sunday. He reports the roads
use for either.
Come and see me at Springer, in a fearful condition practically
New Mexico.

CHAMPION DANCE JULY 28.
AT F. S. BROWN GARAGE. I

R. E. Brock

scratching their heads to think
out how to handle it all.

Mr. and Mrs. T.A. Waring of
Cimaron were in Roy several
days last week, looking over the
jtown w'ith.;a.vjW j0f locating
hfvp T)v Warinc
,
o is- a- Pharmaj
I
cist and may Accept a,posi,tipn at

NJVL
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QUALITY and PRICE
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the Fairview Pharmacy,

the variety ; purify 'and f reshness-a- nd
you SERVICE.

Fairvie w Pharmacy

'

'.f

v.
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.We pride ourselves on the QUALITY of our GROCERIES

.

!upott

ouriability to render

That's a combination that will win and, best of

al- l-

OUR PRICES SATISFY

The Roy Drug Store

0-0-
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We carry a full and complete line of Staple ami Fancy Groceries,

A complete line of;
Ó

rWnnro

J

and we make it a rule to keep our stock FRESH. If you are
particular about what you put on your table, then we
want your trade. We take a delight in pleasing peo-- r

ir
'
rei fdffles, Tj et Articles'
T,u rrupneiy Meaicenes,
and Stationery Flashlights
and Batteries, Candies,
and caceos,..
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies.
Dftf nw

p,T,

i
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pie who are particular.
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SODA FOUNTAIN

b

All
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will

'

fit your purse and
please you.
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Every Day"

"A Square

Dr. M. D. Gibbs
(Proprietor.)

MICK1E, THE PRINTER'S DEVIL
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S. E. PAXTON

the lal est Magazines and daily papers

ESTABLISHED 1908
.4

that

"

All the Popular Drinks and;ic
is. Hot Drinks in season.

News stand,

a

standing invitation to you to visit this store
when you want THE BEST at prices
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